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Marchers Tour
City, Campus Inl
May Day Parade I

By Subscription

Sm yser Speaks On
International Affairs

In a May Day observance last
Tuesday evening, over 100 students gathered outside the Bobcat Den at 6:15 p.m. George
Pickering, a freshman from I
Smith Hall, declared in a speech
delivered outside the Den that
CoVnmunism must be ferreted
"The United States is trying
out of all levels of our educa- to play both ends against the
tional system.
middle," declared William SmyTo the tune of a student band ser last Thursday in Citizenship
and tooting automobile horns, Laboratory, referring to our
members of the Bates family split policy toward Great Brittoured the campus and the Lew- ain and Egypt.
iston business district. A city poDiscussing the trouble spots in
lice escort accompanied the rev- the Mediterranean area and the
elers over a route laid out in a coldnial policies of European
parade permit received from the countries, he noted, "the United
city.
States should continue completely immersed in these problems."
Cheer Spectators
Egypt Instigates Riots
Sitting and standing in and on
"Egypt is one of the most diffitop of the cars, the anti-Comcult
problem children Europe
munist demonstrators waved and
must face," declared Smyser, |
cheered at curious spectators.
William Smyser
who is a career diplomat. DisThe cars were bedecked with turbed by the "northern tier"
various Communist and German of pro-Western nations stretch- dependent gentlemen" we have
flags, banners, and posters de- ing from northern Europe south- helped them to become.
crying the evils of Communism. eastward to Pakistan, her antiHe drew an analogy between
In a flag-burning ceremony in British faction has been influen- the effect of European colonizaSampsonville, at which Picker- tial in several colonial upris- tion of America on the native
ing again spoke, a Red flag was ings, including the Cyprus re- Indians and that of the Arab indestroyed.
volts and the Mau-Mau terror- | vasion on the Israeli. In both
i '"ases the newcomers were only
The climax of the May Day ism in Kenya.
festivities came after the return
Resentment is high against our slightly more advanced than the
of the parade to campus. A wa- entering the Bagdad Pact "via natives, but their exploitation
ter fight between the two girls' the back door" — using our in- had disastrous results. In subintruders
dorms on Campus Avenue and fluence but refusing to commit jugating them the
killed the people's initiative and
various boys' dorms left the pa- ourselves formally.
caused immeasurable bitterness.
raders in a very wet but very Help Egyptian Independence
gay mood.
The United States was largely British Learn Lesson
responsible for Britain's grantCriticizing British colonial poling complete independence to icy, the speaker pointed out that
JUNIORS
Egypt. Our failure to retain that while the rulers preached civil
Juniors are reminded that
country's friendship is evidence rights, "the rich were getting
there will be Ivy Day
that "we are not as good diplo- richer and the poor, poorer." He
marching practice after the
mats as we should be," observed feels that the British
have
regular chapel period on
Smyser. We should request that learned their lesson and will
Friday.
the Egyptians act like the "in(Continued on page eight)

Notes European
Colonial Policies

Asks U.S. Funds
For Middle East

Students View
Animated Model
I Of Power Plant
Today Bates students may
view an animated model of a
nuclear power plant being built
in Raleigh, Mass.

Explanatory lectures were given at 9:30, 10:25 and 11:20 a.m.
in the Gannet Room in PettiBy Ann Ridley
grew Hall. Another lecture will
Diplomat William Smyser, last be given at 2:10 p. m. Tomorweek visiting the Bates campus row nearby high schools are
for the third successive year, scheduled to attend the exhibit.
discussed "Meeting Diplomatic
The "mock-up" shows the
Deadlocks" Friday morning in special shielding needed in the
Chapel.
building of such a power plant.
Smyser. who has visited Afri- Tracer lights show the process
ca and the Mediterranean coun- of operating nuclear fuel in a
tries since his appearance at two-minute cycle.
Bates last year, stated that there
are evidences of "many memor- Cummings Lectures
Engineer Robert Cummings of
ies in Egypt of bitter days folthe
Central Maine Power Comlowing the attack by the Islams."
pany
lectured on the importance
Discusses Mediterranean Problem
While he was in Spain, the of this step forward for New
speaker discussed with a Span- England. Nuclear energy is ecoish banker the problem of the nomically practicable as well as
Mediterranean countries and the being a scientific wonder, and
will affect the use of coal, oil,
advisability of American aid.
water and other power sources.
"These countries," the man reThe "mock-up" was made by
ported, "must have, if this aid is
Westinghouse
to instruct engingoing to be effective, sufficient
money to raise the standard of eers. However, Norman Temple,
living and to keep the people '43. conceived the idea of makfrom overthrowing the govern- ing the model and lecture availment, or to keep soldiers and able lo Maine schools and colgendarmes on the alert to main- iei cs as an educational device.
tain order and keep the revolu- Plant Is First
tion down."
The Raleigh, Mass., plant is the
Suggests Approaches
first of its kind in New EngHe stated that there are many land. With the possible exhausways of approaching the prob- tion of "fossil fuel," the utilizalem. General Franco does not tion of nuclear energy is . of
agree with Thomas Jefferson, prime importance today.
who said. "Let there be a revolTemple is affiliated with the
ution every one hundred years." mnin office of the Central Maine
The ' American policy today Power Company in Augusta
also disagrees; one can never tell which made the demonstration
where such a revolution would possible. While at Bates, Temend. An overthrow of the Fran- ple distinguished himself in deco regime would mean a revolu- bating and was graduated a
tion by the Communists.
member of Phi Beta Kappa and
the College Club.
Observes Need
Smyser observed that there are
Joseph Barrias, '53, also helped
other approaches which would be to bring the model nuclear plant
more advisable. One of these, to Bates. Barrios works in the
he stated, "is to provide food Lewiston branch of the Central
and housing for all and keep the Maine Power Company. During
standard of living high enough his stay at Bates, he was a footHouse and a member of the Stu(Continued on page two)
ball star.
G board.
Carol Bacon and Betty Kinney
will take charge of the girls'
sports section. Miss Bacon, a
government major, is a member
of Gould Political Affairs and
the Political Union. A native of
Methuen, Mass., Miss Kinney is
the only freshman appointed to
the staff. She participates actively in WAA sports.
Writes For STUDENT
Edwin Gilson and Anthony
Parrinello will arrange the boys'
sports section. Gilson, co-chairman of the sophomore Christmas
formal dance, is a sports writer
on the STUDENT staff. A biology laboratory assistant, Parrinello is a member of the OC
Council and worked on last
year's Mirror staff.
Prof. Robert G. Berkelman is
the adviser to the new staff of Co-chairmen Dick Johnson and Wilma Gero search eagerly
the Mirror while David Rushef- through ancient volumes to rediscover mysterious Arabian
sky is the business manager.
secrets to bring an aura of the unusual to Ivy Dance, May 19.

Co-Editors Select Juniors For
Positions On '57 "Mirror" Staff
Co-editors of the 1957 Mirror,
Maud Agnalt and Mary Lou
Town ley, yesterday announced
the newly-selected members of
their staff.
In charge of the activities section will be Clara Brichze and
Muriel Wolloff. Miss Brichze, a
consistent dean's list student, is
active in WAA volleyball and
Newman Club. A drum majorette for two years, Miss Wolloff
will be a proctor in Wilson
House next year and member of
the Stu-G board.
Head Organizations
Two prospective juniors will
head the section on campus organizations. Betsey Gray, whose
home town is Swansea, Mass.,
will be a proctor in Hacker
House. MacCrae Miner, who participates in Robinson Players,
was recently named a member
of the 1956-57 CA Cabinet.
The senior informals will be

selected
and
arranged
by
Frances Hess and Patricia Tobey. Miss Tobey is a member of
the Political Union and Gould>
Political
Affairs Club.
Miss
Hess, who recently starred in
"Top of the Ladder," is president-elect of the Robinson Players. She is currently a proctor
in East Parker.
Prepares Seniors Section
In charge of the seniors section will be Alice Hilterhaus and
Charlotte Miller. Miss Hilterhaus
belongs to the Bobettes Swim
Club, while Miss Miller is an
OC Council member.
Heading the faculty section
will be Dorothy Halbert and Patricia Lysaght. A dean's list student, Miss Halbert is active in
WAA and serves as a biology
laboratory assistant. Recently
chosen as a member of the cheerleading squad for her second
year. Miss Lysaght next year
year will be a proctor in Hacker

Ivy Dance
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Reeder Earns Ph.D.
In Organic Chemistry
From Iowa College

U.S. College Graduates Vie
For Scholarships Abroad

Dr. Charles E. Reeder, of the
pie's purchasing power. Those
Bates chemistry department, has
whose incomes rise more slowly
recently received his doctorate
than the price level also suffer a
from Iowa State College.
decrease in their standard of livHe received the Ph.D. degree
ing.
in December 1955, after complet"This record of stabilizing the ing his work in September, ne
price level," he continued, "is all was graduated from Wheaton
the more remarkable in that it College, Wheaton, 111., after which
has been achieved in the face of he spent four years in Iowa teachmany price-increasing factors." ing and studying.
Both credit and inventory have Writes On Organic Chemistry
expanded greatly in the last three
His thesis was written on the
years.
subject of physical organic chemistry and the rates of an organic
Wages Increase
reaction. The work was conducted
Wages have also increased more under the supervision of Dr.
rapidly than production. "In view George Hammond, a graduate of
of these price-increasing factors, Bates College.
it is clear that an excellent job
Plans are now being made to
has been done by our federal gov- publish these research findings in
ernment in managing monetary a paper in conjunction with Dr.
and fiscal affairs."
Hammond.

Fulbright Act are: Australia,
Austria, Belgium and Luxembourg, Chile, Denmark, Finland,
and France. Also included in the
program are Germany, Greece,
Italy, the Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, and the United Kingdom. In the Asian countries, which include
Burma,
India, Japan, and the Philippines, only a limited number of
grants are available.
Countries participating in the
Buenos Aires Convention Program are Bolivia, Brazil, Chile,
Columbia, Costa Rica, and Cuba.
The Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico,
Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay,
Peru and Venezuela also take
part.
State Requirements
Eligibility requirements for
the fellowships include United
States citizenship, a college degree or its equivalent at the time
the award is to be used, knowledge of the language of the
Stu-G
President
Barbara country of application and good
Prince announced that all new health.
proctors will meet with Dean
Final selection of Fulbright
Hazel M. Clark at 4 p. m. Friday grantees is made by the Board
in the Women's Union. Dean of Foreign Scholarships consistClark will discuss the various ing of ten leading educators apresponsibilities of proctoring.
pointed by the President of the
All women who wish to have United States. The Institute ol
"little sisters" next year are International Education has been
asked to sign up for them now. designated by the Board of ForThe procedure will be the same eign Scholarships and the Deas that of last year.
partment of State to screen apInterview Candidates
plicants for study abroad.
Candidates for proctorships
Awards Cover Expenses
were interviewed at the Stu-C
Awards under the Fulbright
meeting last Wednesday. SelecAct are made entirely in terms
tions have been made and have
of the currency of participating
been approved by Dean Walter
countries.
The awards cover
H. Boyce. The newly appointed
transportation, expenses of a
proctors will be notified May 9.
language refresher or orientation
Suggestions for next year's
course abroad, tuition, books
Freshman Rules were also disand maintenance for one acadecussed at the meeting.
mic year. Application deadline
ment of an executive agency for the 1957-58 academic year is
which would set time limits for November 1, 1956.
the fulfillment of integration in
each state. The agency would also
have the power to investigate and
punish those not complying.
Approximately fifty students
Ice Cream Says:
representing nine colleges in
New England and New York
TRY ONE OF OUR
took part in the congress.

Prexy Lauds Stable Price
Level In Virginia Speech
As the result of a stable price
level during the past three years
the American people have benefitted greatly, asserted President
Charles F. Phillips yesterday before the Tenth Annual Virginia
Sales Executive Conference at the
University of Richmond.
"During the past three years
our price level has been remarkably steady," he stated. Using
100 to represent the cost of living in 1953, the figure two years
ago was 101 and today it has decreased to 100.6. "Seldom in history have we had a three year
period with such price stability."
Curbi Inflation
President Phillips pointed out
that this stability has benefitted
our country by preventing greater inflation, a condition that
tends gradually to lower the peo-

Fairtield Receives
Invitation To Teach
At Summer Session
Dr. Roy P. Fairfield will teach
at Hofstra College at Hempstead, N. Y., from June 13 to
July 24.
The Cultural Heritage professor was invited by Prof.
Doyle Bortner to lecture in
philosophy of education, a required course for all students
working for a master's degree.
The course is taught during the
first six weeks of the summer
session at the college. Professor
Bortner at one time was chairman of the department of education and psychology at Bates.
Lectures On Problems
Dr. Fairfield will also be a
guest lecturer in courses dealing with problems in contemporary education such as academic
freedom, desegregation,
and
church and state relationships.
His lectures will center around
American civilization and the
principles of education.
Dr. Fairfield plans a number
of "Cultch" field trips to New
York City to visit museums and
art galleries.

Calendar
Today
Atomic Energy Exhibit, all
day, Gannett Room, Pettigrew Hall
Freshman Extemporaneous
Speaking Contest, 7 p. m.,
Filene Room, Pettigrew Hall
Tomorrow
Atomic Energy Exhibit, all
day, Gannett Room, Pettigrew Hall
"Willis Bible Reading Contest,
8 p. m., Pettigrew Hall
Saturday
WVBC dance, 8-11:45 p. m.,
Chase Hall

Chapel Schedule
Friday
Garland E. Hopkins,
East Expert
Monday
Ivy Day
Wednesday
Honors Day

Middle

Listening Room
Today
2-4 p. m.
Tomorrow
2-4 p. m.
Sunday
2-5 p. m.
Monday
7:30-9:30 p. m.
Tuesday
2-4 p. m.
Wednesday
2-4 p. m.

By Pai Perkins
The Institute of International
Education recently opened its
United States government scholarships competition for graduate
study abroad during 1957-58.'
The programs under the Fulbright Act and the Convention
for the Promotion of InterAmerican Cultural Relations are
part of the international educational exchange activities of the
U. S. Department of State. Almost 1000 American citizens will
be given the opportunity to study
abroad. Since the establishment
of these programs, over 5500
American students have received
grants for study abroad.
List Countries
Countries where U. S. graduate
students may study under the

Guest Speaker Focuses Attention Stu-C Interviews
On East's Economic Difficulties Proctors; Coeds
(Continued from page one)
The people want to continue Meet With Dean
so that there will be no need of
a revolution."
"We in America," he continued, "do not understand the
force of such a statement." We
raise our children to be rugged
individualists, who rush out to
cut down a tree when they feel
like it. But in Spain they
wouldn't last very long: there
are not enough trees to cut
down.
Establish Industries
"Trees mean sustaining the
standard of living. They hold
water and keep the soil intact,
making it possible for things to
grow." Smyser declared that
American aid means the establishment of industries and the
re-establishment of agriculture.
When the French are beaten,
they can return home to a going
economy. In the Mediterranean,
this is no longer the case.
"Egypt was limited," Smyser
stated, "by the flowing of her
river five thousand years ago.
Provides For Growth
"Unless new land is brought
under irrigation, Egypt will become belligerent, taking it out
on the Sudanese." Therefore, he
added, we must give them dams
to provide for the growing population.
The motive of the diplomat is
in keeping the country within
bounds. There is always the danger of a revolt supported by the
Communists. "Giving nations a
return to economic salvation is
the only method of humanity."
The Spanish banker with
whom Smyser talked brought in
the fact that America would be
running a competition with Russia as to who is going to have
these nations first.

their own way of government,
not that of either America or
Russia. As long as they have a
friendly spirit, he. declared, we
should not worry about their
form of government.
Smyser added that "if we do
this, we are competing for that
which is the best in life." We
seem to be fighting for all nations, to prevent all future wars.
In conclusion, the speaker commented, "The story is the same
around the world. We are going
to need a lot of engineers to
make this world a better place
in which to live."

StudentsDiscuss
Desegration At
Model Congress

Five members of the Debate
Council represented Bates at the
Model Congress held at the University of Rhode Island last Friday and Saturday. Those attending the discussions on methods of
implementing the Supreme Court
decision on racial integration of
schools were Barry Greenfield,
Julian Freedman, Bruce Perry,
Paul St. Hilaire, and Christopher
Invisible Marking at
Ives.
The congress met in small dis- Judkins Laundry, Inc.
cussion groups on Friday. Each
George W. Tufts, Mgr.
group considered the problems
involved and drew up a resoluHigh Quality
tion stating what it considered to
Dry Cleaning
be the best answer. A faculty
committee of the university chose
SAME DAY SERVICE
two of the bills to be presented
If In By 9 a. m.
before the entire congress Saturday morning.
Next to Lewiston Post Office
Greenfield Presents Bill
193 Middle St.
Dial 2-6001
Greenfield was selected to present and give the opening arguments for the minority resolution.
Alumna Wins Award The
congress debated the two
Now Playing
Given By Playwright bills and tabled one. The other
was
amended
and
finally
passed.
"GODZILLA"
Ruth Haskins '55, former editorThe final resolution of the con- KING OF THE MONSTERS
in-chief of the STUDENT, has
Bill Williams in
been named recipient of a spe- ference called for the establish"WIRE TAPPER"
cial journalism award provided
— R I T Z —
by Tennessee Williams.
Starts Tomorrow
Last year Williams gave his WED.-THURS.: "QUEEN BEE,"
Joan Crawford, Barry Sulli- "STRANGER
$500 Pulitzer Prize award to the
van;
"INSIDE
DETROIT,"
Columbia University Graduate
AT MY DOOR"
Dennis O'Keefe, Pat O'Brien
School of Journalism, where Miss FRI. - SAT.: "THE BENNY
MacDonald Carey
GOODMAN STORY," Steve
Haskins is now studying, to be
Patricia Medina
Allen, Donna Reed; "TOP
presented to a student in the class
GUN." Sterling Hayden, Wil"SILENT
FEAR"
of '56 who has a special interest
liam Bishop
Andrea King
in the creative arts. Miss Haskins SUN. - TUES.:
"ANYTHING
Peter Adams
GOES," Bing Crosby, Donald
plans to join the staff of a PittsBEGINNING
SUNDAY
O'Connor;
"FURY
AT
GUNfield, Mass., newspaper this sumSIGHT PASS." David Brian,
mer.
"The
Scarlet
Hour"
Lisa Davis

STRAND

George A. Ross

//

BATES COLLEGE
SPECIALS'.a

Made from ice cream
with the same Quality
and
Flavor
known
since 1906.
Tel. 2-0885
56 ELM ST.
LEWISTON

— EMPIRE —
Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday. Saturday

"THE
LITTLEST
OUTLAW"
Pedro Armendariz
Joseph Caleia
in Technicolor
"JOHNNY APPLESEED"
Disney Cartoon
SENTINELS OF THE AIR
and
"PIGSKIN PEEWEES"
CinemaSeope Cartoon
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Fieshman Orators Compete In Huckabee
Extemporaneous Speech Contest
The annual Oren Nelson Hilton Freshman Extemporaneous
Speaking Contest will be held at
7 p.m. tonight in the Filene
Room in Pettigrew Hall.
Those who have passed the
try-outs and will be competing
tonight are Mathy Doval, David
Danielson, King Cheek, Willard
Martin,
Everett Ladd, Gary
Girard. Holger Lundin, and
Louis Brown. James Sawyer will
be chairman of the contest.
Choose Topics
Subjects for the five to seven
minute speeches will be given

to each candidate 30 minutes before each speech is to be presented. The subjects will pertain
to recent news appearing in
publications such as Newsweek
and Time and' in newspapers
since January 1956. Topics will
range from current news events
tcy education, sports, and television.
Three judges will announce
their decisions at the end of the
contest. Prizes of $10 each
will be awarded to the best
man speaker and to the best woman speaker.

Anticipates Junior Year At
International University In Japan
Next August will find sophomore William Huckabee en
route to Japan where he will enroll in the International
Christian University at Tokyo.

Huckabee, who now resides in
New York, N. Y., was born in
Japan where his parents served
as missionaries. At the age of
four he came with his family to
live in the United States.

ago. In size it is similar to Bates,
with 90 per cent of the enrollment comprised of Japanese students. The courses at the university are offered on a bilingual
basis — Japanese and English.

Receives Acceptance
During the past semester mis- Study Two Languages
sionary friends informed him of
First semester students usualthe opportunity of spending his ly elect courses in the language
junior year studying at the with which they are not familiar,
Tokyo university. After an in- then proceed to take courses in
terview in New York with a that and their native languages.
vice-president of the school, he Dy special permission Huckabee
recently was notified of his ac- will take courses only in English.
appearing in the August and De- ceptance to the institution.
cember issue of Vogue. Those
While at the university HuckThe International Christian
who satisfactorily answer both University is a co-educational abee hopes to take courses in
quizzes will be eligible to write school founded about five years Oriental thought. He also plans
a 1500-word thesis on one of the
to take economic courses in ortopics in the February issue.
der to compare and contrast the
points of view of Japan and
Application blanks may be obAmerica. He will also elect
tained from the Prix de Paris
courses under Georgia Harkness,
Director, Vogue, 420 Lexington
an American theologian who is
Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
They must be sent in before
WVBC will sponsor a record now teaching nt the university.
October 15.
hop from 8 to 11:45 p.m. Satur- Teach Eastern Culture
day in Chase Hall. Unusual decOne half of the teachers at
orations are planned and prizes the school come from outside
will be given to the winners in Japan and are rotated every two
a variety of games and contests. or three years. In this way the
The annual Willis Bible
All types of records will be school is always receiving new
Reading Contest will be
played,
ranging from old favor- and varied ideas on teaching.
held at 8 p. m. tomorrow in
ites to the latest popular songs. The school has a humanities
the Filene Room. Pettigrew
Admission to this informal dance course similar to the Cultural
Hall. Entrants will read five
will be 25 cents per couple and Heritage course at Bates, which
to seven minutes from the
stresses Eastern thought and
15 cents per person.
Bible. First
and
second
prizes are $12 and $8, reThe WVBC staff will use pro- culture.
ceeds from the dance to improve
Henry Morozumi, now enspectively. The contest is in
memory of Rev. West Gould
transmission facilities. Chairman | rolled at Bates, spent several
Willis, '71.
of the affair is Bruce Jatkowske. I months at the International

Vogue Magazine Seeks Entrants
For "Prix De Paris" Competition
Vogue magazine has opened
its Prix de Paris Contest to
senior college women planning a
career in writing, merchandising, or decorating.
One thousand dollars or two
weeks in Paris will be awarded
to the first prize winner. The
second prize consists of $500,
and each of the ten honorable
mentions will receive $25.
Consider Winners For Positions
The winners also receive top
consideration for jobs on such
magazines as Vogue, Glamour,
and House and Garden. Vogue
recommends the next fifty contestants for jobs in stores, advertising agencies and other
magazines.
Contestants are judged on
writing ability, grasp of subject
matter, general intelligence,
originality, and demonstration of
special talents.
Candidates must complete two
quizzes of four questions each

WVBC Staff Plans
Chase Record Dance
For Saturday Night

Bible Reading Contest

YOU'LL BOTH GO FOR THIS CIGARETTE!

WINSTON fa<f

■ Winston is the cigarette that gives you flavor in filter smoking
— full, rich, tobacco flavor! No wonder Winston's so popular with college
smokers clear across the country. Along with real flavor, Winston also brings you
a finer filter that works so well the flavor comes right through. Try Winston!
■

mYNCLDt TOBACCO CO.. WINSTON-SALEM, N. C.

William Huckabee
Christian
University learning
the English language before he
came to this country.
Hopes To Travel
A one year's study at the university extends through three
semesters, but Huckabee plans
to take only two semesters*
work so that he will have time
to travel in Japan and possibly
in Europe before returning to
America and to Bates for his
senior year.
During his first two years here
Huckabee has been active in
Choral Society and Christian
Association. He is also a member of the informal bible discussion group.

>?
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Editorials
Dilemma In Education
A problem which we hear discussed in many a classroom,
club meeting and bull session around the campus today is that
of education in the United States. And the conclusion generally reached seems to be that our nation's schools and colleges are faced with the increasingly serious problem of inadequate facilities to provide for the steadily expanding
school age population. As these campus discussions reveal, it
is easy enough to define the problems which confront the
schools. It is also easy to offer solutions, but quite another
problem to put these into effect. Let us look at one example.

Students Air Opinions On Major
Spring Term Issue: Mayoralty

isn't sure what it will be like.
Those dark-clouded finals or
Last year's campaigns were ex"just the easiest" prospective
ceptional, and perhaps their
summer jobs are not the subject
worth lies best in the fact that
matter dominating campus conthey help us to evaluate Mayorversation these weeks. No. but
alty in general.
then what IS? Why, Moyoralty,
'56!
Dick is more closely associat'ed with Mayoralty than the two
All of you have different ideas
I gals. For this reason, he is more
and impressions of Mayoralty.
qualified to talk about the perFreshmen are full of questions;
sonal feelings involved in MaSophomores remember "Brigayoralty. Of course, each fellow
doon"; Juniors think the whole
Not Enough Teachers
I hopes his side will win, and that
period is "great", and Seniors
his campaign will be rememIt is often suggested that America's school dilemma will feel sad because this year's
bered as one of the best.
vanish simply by providing more teachers. Easier said than campaign will be their last.
Still, the spirit and sense of
Offers
Welcome
Change
done. A booklet entitled "Teachers For Tomorrow", recently
accomplishment that go along
This week, the Inquiring Republished by the Ford Foundation's Fund for the Advancewith every bit of Mayoralty
ment of Education, examines the question "What are our porter talked with three Bates
i make it all worth while. A Mastudents to hear some sincfere
chances of getting enough good teachers?" The conclusion
yoralty campaign shows what
thoughts on one of the college's
Bates students really can do!
presented is startling. "It will be impossible under the presDick Pierce
ent pattern of teacher recruitment and teacher utilization to
secure anywhere near enough good teachers for our schools
president. "Working on various
and colleges over the next 15 years."
projects for the campaigns is a
There appear to be three chief reasons why insufficient
good constructive way to spend
what would otherwise be 'goofnumbers of college graduates are entering the teaching field.
off' time."
The first concerns competition from other careers. Business,
Dick goes on to say that from
government, and particularly industry offer greater financial
a fellow's point of view. Mayorrewards and opportunity for more and faster advancement.
alty is almost the best thing that
Since the number of men and women entering these fields is
happens on campus. The reason
also inadequate there is little chance that in the future teachfor his attitude is that he feels
ers may be diverted from these areas. A vigorously expanding
that it gives a large number of
students a fine opportunity to
economy and population will require more, rather than fewer
make use of their talents that
trained workers. As a partial solution, an experiment is presmight otherwise not be brought
ently being undertaken in Massachusetts to alleviate the sciforth.
ence teacher shortage. Under this program new employees in
Can Go Too Far
industry are required to teach in the public schools for a speRachel Collins, a Senior Phycified period, in conjunction with the company's training
sics major, has seen three Maplan. The industry supplements the school's regular teacher
Jane Reinelt
yoralty campaigns, and eagerly
Rachel Collins
salary. How effective this plan will prove is not yet known.
looks forward to this year's.
big events of the year. They all She has much praise for the
Many Facets
agreed on the general idea hard working fellows and gals
The second reason why there are not enough incoming that Mayoralty is "fine, great, who make Mayoralty an actuali- To The Editor:
you have a lot of fun, don't
ty, but she also says that at the
teachers is that other careers offer greater prestige and perLast Thursday night, the colmiss any of it" and so forth, rate things are progressing, the
lege served as host to a joint
sonal satisfaction. If in the future the teacher's prestige status but, in addition, they had their
campaigns could get out of hand. meeting of several Lewistoncan in some way be raised, this problem will in part be solved. own personal comments to make.
However, the splendid spirit Auburn service clubs.
As to personal satisfaction this is an individual concern and
Jane Reinelt, an active SophoAt that time, we closed the
that
Mayoralty brings forth in
probably cannot be altered. However, adequate facilities and more Bio major, feels that MaCommons for the evening meal
all
the
Bates'
students
is
well
a pleasant school environment might raise teacher satisfaction yoralty comes at a very oppor- worth all the time put into each and asked all students to eat at
tune time. With only a few
to some degree. The third reason appears to be that teacher re- weeks left in the academic year, campaign. "Everybody pitches in Rand. I would like to thank all
quirements have increased steadily during the past 40 years. most of us are physically and and pulls together for the good members of the student body for
a fine spirit of cooperation
If we are to preserve at least present educational standards mentally "floored".
Mayoralty I of the group, and not just for
shown in observing a rather tight
i
personal
glory".
it would be highly dangerous to reduce these teacher require- gives us a complete and refreshschedule, and in leaving the
ing change.
Says Spirit Essential
ments simply to increase the number of teachers. While we
parking area around Chase Hall
As to what she expects of free for visitors' use.
have not been able to offer a solution to the problem of teacher Chance To Show Talents
"Mayoralty brings a welcome this year's Mayoralty, Rachel
Walter H. Boyce
shortages, we have been able at least to become aware of this
break in the routine of studyserious problem and to begin to understand some of its many ing," says Dick Pierge, CA's
IITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
tty UICK uioier
facets.

Letter To The Editor
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Best wishes and congratulations to Mimi Oliver, class
of '58. and Dave Swarz of the
University of Vermont who
became engaged recently.
Jim Duston was very glad he
went to the swim show until he
tried to get into his car to come
back to school. Thinking he locked
his keys inside, he walked back
to campus for an extra set and
then returned to pick up his car.
Later on he was informed that
the father of one of the swimmers
mistakenly took the keys out of
his pocket. What is our older
generation coming to?
The May Day parade last
week ended with some people getting "all wet" from an
artificial rainfall. Several of
the participants brought their
undampened spirits over to
library but were met with
firm opposition at the door.
There is a sequel to the story
of the two girls who wrote to the
(Continued on page five)
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Confidence, Criticism Aid
In Teaching Difficulties
By Thea Dufion
Each fall the various public
schools of Lewiston and Auburn
brace themselves for the influx of
the "future teachers of America"
—that group of students preparing for teaching careers here at
Bates.
Most of these young "hopefuls"
enter the high schools for their
practice period, since Bates' education program is geared to the
secondary level.
Other Teachers Criticize
The critic teachers to whom
practice teachers are assigned are
usually very helpful and encouraging. They are also, B9 the name
implies, very critical.
Every teacher has her own
method — some follow the rules
of the book, others threw them
away long ago. Until a teacher is
on her own, though, she usually
tries to follow the method her
critic teacher uses — who is
grading her.
Techniques Differ
The experiences of every student teacher are unique. They depend upon the critic teacher, the
classroom situation, the subject
being taught, and of course, one's
own personality.

New Course Ecology Takes Up
Where "Uncle Johnny" Left Off

Many, many incidents — some
amusing, some embarrassing —
By John Carbone
have happened to me since I beThis semester, a new course,
gan this new venture. I can laugh entitled "Ecology", has been ofnow and chalk them up as inex- fered to the Bates students by
perience.
the biology department. According to Prof. Robert B. Wait, this
Critic Rescues
On a fateful Friday the 13th, I course is primarily designed "to
was trying to teach time to my learn by doing".
Ecology is especially valuable
first-year French pupils. We were
going around the clock — I giv- for those students who plan to
ing the English, they the French: teach biology or are particularly
"ten o'clock, eleven o'clock, interested in natural history.
twelve o'clock, thirteen o'clock." Fills Long Need
Professor Wait says that this
The loud snickers that ensued
showed me what was wrong. For- new ecology course fulfills a long
tunately I had a sense of humor, need for a subject at Bates dealtoo. My critic teacher came to my ing thoroughly with natural hisrescue by explaining that the tory.
Many
years
ago,
"Uncle
French did have a time system
similar to "navy time", therefore, Johnny" Stanton conducted a
thirteen o'clock was perfectly somewhat similar course, but his
log'cal. Some of my prestige had was concerned only with natural
history and philosophy. In this
been saved!
new ecology course, the natural
Good Retorts Help
concepts have been emphasized,
Tiylng to keep one jump ahead and the-modern, basic sciences are
of her pupils is no mere theory — brought into it to interpret the
a teacher has to be on her toes natural history.
at all times. Often, a quick retort Learn By Doing
to someone's impertinence ha?
Professor Wait adds that this is
better results than a reprimand. probably the most inclusive sciWhile writing at the black- ence, and in order to understand
board my chalk leapt through a it fully, the student must become
word making very disturbing somewhat familiar with the other
staccato noises. A smart alec ask- basic sciences.
As Professor Wait emphasizes,
ed me how I did it. "Oh, it's very
easy," I replied, "but it takes this is the type of course in which
the student learns by doing.
years of practice".
There are at present seven suOne day I was performing for
dents enrolled in this new ecolMr. Abbott, the inspector who alogy course.
ways drops in on your class at
the wrong moment. Explaining
grammar at the side blackboard,
I was desperate for an eraser.

Mr. Wait "presides" over new subject, ecology, which deals
with natural history.
During the semester, the student, through numerous field
trips, gets an opportunity to study
terrestrial environments, animal
communities, fresh water and
marine environments, and related subjects. Each student is
responsible for a certain portion
of the data obtained during a
field-trip.
Everyone gets a job and does it

to the best of his abilities. Often
the student must analyze the collected data and present it in the
form of a written report.
Makes Water Analysis
One especially interesting exThe subject I teach is French.
periment which the class conducts
Yes, after two years of .high
is fresh water analysis for winter
school and four years of college
and spring. The winter analysis
French, with' a decided New
was made during a field trip to
Hampshire accent, I felt qualified
Horseshoe Pond on the third of
to teach the French their own
March.
language. Actually there are only
On this excursion, the class
a few French-speaking pupils in
made a study of a particular
my classes (at Edward Lime in
fresh water biota under winter
Auburn), and they are very
Concentration Pays
conditions. Acidity, alkalinity,
helpful.
oxygen content, color of the waThere are only two in the
Teacher Needs Confidence
In recent years, there has been to speak in complete sentences. ter, turgidity, and aquatic vegewhole room. I hobbled up to the
The main problem a practice front board in my spikes, mum- a growth of bilingualism in With two years of study, they can tation, among other things, were
teacher has to face is how to get bling, "Where is that eraser?" American schools. Just what is usually recognize and use large studied by the group.
that self-confidence, that "savoir- The giggles that echoed in my meant by this mysterious word vocabularies.
Took Bird Trips
faire" which seems to exude brain told me I had done some- bilingualism"? As far as educaOf course, the bilingualism
Through a spring recording,
from a good teacher. It, like thing foolish.
tion is concerned, it refers to the movement is faced with prob- which takes place this month, the
money, doesn't grow on trees,
teaching of another language in lems. One of these is the disap- class will be able to draw a numI wheeled around rather indignor can you attain it by thinkaddition to English in elementary proval of some Americans, who ber of conclusions as to the
nant
at
the
outburst
only
to
dising about it — it takes a lot of
schools.
consider it unnecessary or even changes which the pond has unteaching experience to get it. cover, too late, I was holding the Movement Advances
inhuman to speak any language dergone due to the season difother eraser in my hand. With a
Some never do.
ference.
other
than English.
Although a few grade schools
crocodile grin I said that I was no
The ecology group took a numhave
always
taught
foreign
lanNeed
Skilled
Teachers
exception — being absent-minded
ber of excursions last month for
72en 72oodie4
guages,
the
bilingual
movement
Because
of
such
opposition,
like all professors.
has advanced by leaps and "b:otleg" fo-eign language class- exercises in bird identification
(Continued from page four)
Who Is The Teacher
bounds during the last few es operate in a few areas and are and to observe migratory birds.
kleenex company with their sugNaturally one feels a little im- years. In fact, the number of p.:- kept secret to avoid disapproval. Professor Wait says that trying
gestion to manufacture flowered
portant being a senior in colleg ' pi'.s receiving such instruction
Another problem is in finding to rouse the whole class at 5 a.m.
kleenex. They received a letter
teachers.
Instructors to get started on the bird-walk is
recently thanking them for their as well as being a teacher. It has almost doubled since a year capable
doesn't
take
long,
however,
to
j
ago.
must have a special command of his most difficult task as ininterest and telling them about
get
deflated.
Today
it
is
reported
that
more
a language in order to put it structor.
past attempts to manufacture
Study Habitats
Returning from high school one than 414,000 pupils in elementary across to young children.
such articles which were called
He adds that his ecology course
schools
all
over
the
United
States
Proves
Successful
"tish and kerfs". However, it day a mailman accosted me sayis
especially valuable for the girls
In spite of problems such as
didn't work out so we'll all have ing, "Did they let you out early are learning a foreign tongue.
as
future homemakers, since it is
to be satisfied with what they sell today or are you skipping school? This figure includes public as these, bilingualism is proving to the girls who provide the lunches
well
as
parochial
schools.
be
highly
successful.
What
are
'd be ter tell your teacher". With
now.
on the all-day field trips.
some of the purposes of bilingua little snort I replied, "I AM Schools Offer Variety
Don't wash your hand-knit
Besides water analysis and bird
The most popular languages alism? The knowledge of a forTHE TEACHER," and off I
socks in a washing machine.
study, the ecology course also
studied in public schools are eign language is valuable both at
puffed!
deals with spring and winter
Thai's what one sophomore
Last summer the idea of prac- Spanish, French, and German. home and abroad.
girl will tell you after hers
flora, problems of soil and aniHere in America, it can help to mal conservation, physical and
tice teaching gave me the chills. Italian, Latin, Norwegian, and
shrunk about twenty sizes.
Mention that word now — to my Greek also appear in many pub- lessen tension between popula- biotic characteristics of special
She's open to suggestions
tions of mixed backgrounds. It is contrasting areas, and land and
pupils — and they will have the lic grade schools.
concerning the use of size
Use Radio, Television
also a way of introducing school marine habitats.
same reaction.
Vi socks.
Children of elementary school children to a new literature and Class Enjoys Trips
.
age have shown both interest and culture as early as possible, and
It is easy to see how this course
ability to grasp a foreign tongue. thus broadening the field of edu- can be educational and enjoyable
Game and song approaches are cation.
at the same time. Ecology, an exHave You Tried
aften used at first, and they are Helps Relations
tremely inclusive science, gives
later supplemented by textbooks
Perhaps most important of all the aspiring teacher or natural
written for the grade school level. is the purpose which bilingualism historian a wealth of information
Serving Italian and American Foods
Radio and television are also serves in foreign countries. When which should prove invaluable to
used in many places as a means language barriers are broken, un- them in the years to come.
of
instructing children after derstanding
between
nations
The class always enjoys the
Our Specialty
school hours.
comes
about
much
more
easily.
many
field trips, and so far good
104 MIDDLE STREET
LEWISTON
Movement Faces Problems
Tourists and servicemen, as well weather during practically all the
Dial 4-4151
By the end of one year of les- as diplomatic officials, can help excursions has made this new
"For Your Health's Sake Eat at Steckino's"
sons, most pupils have learned a to improve international rela- ecology course all the more ensurprising amount and are able tions through bilingualism.
joyable.

Bilingualism Moves Into
Grade School Education

STECKINO HOTEL and CAFE
Steckino's Original Pizza Pies?
Steaks - Chops - Salads
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Jayvees Top EL Mules Hold Early Lead;
17-2; Drop 9-1 Top 'Cat Pastimers, 7-4
Verdict To MCI\
when they pushed two runs
By Bob Pearson
By Norm Levins
This week was a most unsuccessful one as far as winning
goes for the Garnet athletic teams. It appeared that most of
the 'Cat teams were headed for successful or, at least, above
average spring sports seasons.
The track team had once again won the invitational Quadrangular Meet over Vermont, Middlebury, and hapless Colby. At the State Meet, however, the Bobcat thinclads could
score but 14 points, one of the worst showings in recent years
for the Slovenskimen.
Last week the Tennis team proudly displayed a 3-0 undefeated record. Now, after a second week of competition the
netsters own a 3-3 record, having dropped decisions to Maine,
Bowdoin. and Boston University.
The Bobcat baseballers, after topping highly rated Northeastern 7-3, proceeded to "throw away" two games, 12-4 to
Bowdoin and 18-8 to Boston University. Northeastern, by the
way, had previously defeated B. U. 2-0 on a one-hitter by the
Huskies' sophomore star, Dick Johnson.

By Tom Johnson
The Bates J.V.s experienced
both a win and a loss last week.
After soundly thumping the Edward Little High School team
17-2 on Wednesday, the Bobkittens tasted their first defeat at
the hands of Maine Central Institute on Saturday afternoon.
Bobkiltens Swap Eddies
Garcelon Field was the scene
of a devastating defeat for the
Auburn schoolboys as the Bates
men came up with ten hits and
seventeen runs in downing the
Edward Little team 17-2. In a
game in which every Bates player saw action, a trio of Garnet
hurlers combined to hold the
Eddies to three hits.
Starter Bob Finnie chucked the
first five frames and allowed the
three safeties. He was relieved
by George Dresser, who tired
early in the seventh and gave
way to Ray Castelpoggi. The
sturdy southpaw ended the game
striking out the last E. L. batter.
Wally Neff and Dave Walsh
spearheaded the Bates drive
getting three and two hits respectively, and scoring five of the
Garnet's tallies.

The Bright Side
All is not as bad as it may seem, however. The Garnet
tennis team lost no face this week, even though they dropped
all three matches played. In Maine, they faced a team which,
Saturday, took second place in the annual Yankee Conference
championships. The Pale Blue netsters were edged
by the defending champions, the University of Massachusetts. At Brunswick, the Garnet played the defending
and probable state championship team from Bowdoin. The
stiffest competition of all, however, came Saturday in the
form of Boston University's undefeated tennis team. In the
last three years, the Terriers have won 27 matches while
losing only four. Their top three men, Sheldon Caldwell,
Walks And Errors Aid M.C.I.
Captain Tom'Kerr and his brother Bill Kerr, were all State
Maine Central Institute, held
champions in Massachusetts high school tennis. Captain
Kerr, who played number one for B. U. last year, was edged to three hits by Bates J.V. pitchfrom that position in a challenge match this year by Cald- er Bob Finnie, took advantage of
well, who, as a member of the Junior Davis Cup team three seven walks and five Bobcat errors to beat the collegians 9-1.
years ago, toured the Middle Atlantic states. Before topping
the 'Cats, B. U. had defeated M.I.T. 8-1, Northeastern 6-3, Col- With the score tied 1-1 going
into the bottom of the third innby 7-2, Maine 8-1, and Bowdoin 7-2. ,
Speaking with two of the Terrier netmen after the ing, Finnie's sudden loss of conmatch, this reporter was impressed by their sportsmanship trol and the defensive laxity of
and courtesy. One of the players remarked, "This was the the Bates infield opened the door
best match we've had all year. All the individual matches to an M.C.I, five run barrage.
were close and well played. I had more fun playing tennis Throughout the remainder of the
today than I have had in the last three years." Enough said. game Finnie pitched creditable
Opponents Talent Laden
The Bobcat track team finished third in the state, behind Maine and Bowdoin. The Garnet position is not as
bad as it looks, though. Both the Pale Blue and the Polar
Bears are loaded with outstanding talent and are placed
among the top teams in New England. Just last week, for
instance, the White and Black tracksters from Brunswick
walloped both Holy Cross and Boston College in a trian-.
gular meet at B. C. The score was Bowdoin 69, Holy Cross
47, Boston College 25. Bill McWilliams of Bowdoin, winner
of the Allan Hillman Award for the outstanding individual
of the State Meet for the past two years, set a new state
record in this meet. He tossed the 16 pound hammer 193
feet 9 inches. Coupled with his better than 192 foot toss Saturday, McWilliams is now ranked as the second best in
this event in the United States and a solid contender for
a place on the Olympic squad. Only Hal Connolly of the
BAA. who holds the national record of 209 feet, is ranked
ahead of the Bowdoin junior.
Hustle And Gambling
The Garnet Baseball team now owns a 1-6 won-lost record. Anyone who saw the 'Cats' home opener against B.U.
Saturday can easily see the reason for this record. The
Garnet certainly do not lack hitting talent. At least, they
are not as weak with the stick as in past years. The Garnet
fielding, however, has left quite a bit to be desired. It cannot be said that any of the 'Cats' games would have been
won with better fielding or better position on plays, but
their chances would certainly have been improved.
There are. however, a couple of bright spots in the
otherwise bleak baseball picture.
The few die-hard fans who stayed to see the last two
innings in the B. U. game were not disappointed. Al DeSantis, whose walk and stolen base had been instrumental
in scoring the Garnet's first run, showed that hustle and
gambling can pay off as he led his teammates to add six
runs to their total in the last two innings, making the score
respectable. DeSantis got on base three times in the game,
and it appeared that every time he was up, something was
going to happen. When he was on in the eighth, he stole
second for his second SB of the day, went to third on an
overthrow and later scored. In the ninth, he stole second,
stole third, and would have stolen home had not Dick
Moraes fouled off a pitch with Al within a yard of the plate.
Also impressive in the Garnet loss was the hitting as evidenced by the line drive singles of Ralph Davis (2), Art
Wohllebe, Moraes (2), Bill Tobin, and Fred Jack.

ball, but the Pittsfield boys managed to score four more unearned runs. With a few less errors and a few more timely base
hits, the Bobkittens could have
continued their
undefeated
streak.
However, no
credit
should be taken away from
M.C.I.'s fireballing left-hander,
Ken Cray, who fanned fifteen in
winning his first game of the
season.
The summary:
o a
ab h
Ed. Little
0
2
1
4
G'm'n cf
1
4
1
1
Poulin 2b p
U
3
0
1
Kittridge rf
1
0
3 0
Ames If
1
2
3
0
Lawlor ss
1
3
3 0
Houl'res 3b
0 9 0
3
Gardner lb
0
1
3
1
Gamier c
1
0
1
0
Bilodeau c
0 0 2
2
Gosselin p
0
0
0 0
Dufresne p
1
0
1
0
Levasseur 2b
28
3 18 11
Totals
ab h o a
Bates JV
4 0 0 0
O'Connell If

Twirlers Start
Practice Soon
Margaret Smith, head majorette, has announced the twirling
squad for '56-'57. They are, majorettes, Sally Morris and Muriel Wolloff; twirlers, Anne Ridley, Ronnie Scudder, Pat Carmichael, Connie Chase, and Eileen McGowan.
Group Starts Practice
Miss Chase, hailing from Branford, Conn., and Miss McGowan,
from Flemington, N. J., are the
new members of the squad who
were elected last week.
The group is starting practice for next fall and plans to
make an appearance during the
mayoralty campaign.

across the plate to make the
score 6-4.
The Blue and White added
their final tally in the bottom of
the eighth making it 7-4 to end
the scoring for the afternoon.
Snider Relieves
Dave Colby pitched the first
six innings for Bates giving up
eight hits and six runs while
walking seven and striking out
only one. Bill Snider replaced
Colby and pitched the last two
frames of the game.
It was Snider's fourth relief appearance of the year. He pitched
hitless ball, but Colby managed
to get one man across the plate
as Snider game up five walks in
the two innings he pitched.
Clarke. Martin Hit
Norm Clarke and Martin both
got two hits for the Garnet.
Clarke got three Hits in the
Northeastern game and appears
to be off to a fine start at shortstop for Bates. His spark in the
infield will be a definite asset te
the Bobcats.
The Garnet are at Maine today
and play host to Providence tomorrow and the powerful Colby
nine Saturday at Garcelon Field.
The summary:
o
a
ab h
Bates
1
1
•
.4
Davis, cf
5 0 3 b
Flynn, 3b
4
1
0
I
DeSantis, rf
1
7
0
3
Dunn, lb
4 2
1
0
Martin, If
4
1
3
3
Perry, c
2
4 2 4
0 0 Clarke, ss
0 0
Moraes cf
2 0
3
1
3 Wohllebe, 2b
Hillman 2b
3
0 3
2 0
0 3
1 0 Colby, p
1
1
Hoag 2b
0 0 0 0
3 Carletti, lb
4
1
0
Finnie p
0
2
1
1
0 Dailey, rf
0
1
1
Hooper rf
1
0
1
0
3 2
7
0 Snider, p
Walsh lb
o a
ab h
0 Colby0 0 0
Moores lb
2
1
3 2
Dresser c p
2
1
3 0 Stinneford, cf
0
0
2
1
0 0 0
0 Laverdiere, If
Castelpoggi p
1
3 0 2
0
1
0 Rice, rf
1
Millett ss
1
4 2 12
2
1
3 0 Staples, c
Smith rf c
0
2
2
1
3 0 2
0 Boole, 3b
Harvey cf
0 2
4
1
0 Dunbar, ss
1
1
0
Tobin If
0
4
1
6
4 3 0
Neff 3b
0 Jamesan, 2b
2 0 4 2
0 0
0
1 Morrissey, 2b
Daley 3b
1
3 0 0
29 10 21
7 Judd, p
Totals
0
2 0
1
Collins, 3b
001 000 1- - 2
Ed Little
000 200 020
Bates
071 270 x- -17
Bates
122 001 )lx
R: Gammon, Gardner, O'Con- Colby
nel, Holman 2, Walsh 3, Dresser
3, Millet 3, Smith 2, Harvey,
YOUR FAVORITE
Neff 2, E. Houlares 3, Gamier 3,
STERLING
PATTERNS
Hoag, Millett, Neff. 2BH: Poulin,
in
Dresser. SB: Gammon, Walsh,
Towle — Gorharn — Lunt
Neff. SH:
Holman, Dresser.
LOB: LE 6, Bates JV 4. BOB:
Reed and Barton
Finnie 1, Gosselin 3, Dufresne
International — Wallace
3, Poulin 1. SO: Finnie 3, CastleEasy Terms
poggi 1, Gosselin 1, Poulin 1.
HP: Dufresne (O'Connell). H:
Finnie 3 in 5 innings; Dresser 0
in 1 1-3; Castlepoggi 0 in 2-3;
Gosselin 6 in 4, Dufresne 2 in
2-3; Poulin 2 in 1 1-3. WP: Finnie. LP: Gosselin. WDP: GosseDial 4-5241
50 Lisbon St
lin 1, Dufresne 4. Uumps: Donovan, Brimigton.

The Bates Bobcats went down
to their third deefat of the season in four outings as the Mules
from Colby, scoring five runs in
the first three innings, defeated
the Garnet 7-4 at Waterville a
week ago yesterday.
Bobcat first baseman Bob
Dunn injured his shoulder when
he slid into second base in an
attempt to break up a double
play. This was the last exhibition game for the Garnet in State
Series play.
Judd Goes Route
The Mules scored single runs
in the first, sixth, and eighth innings, and two runs in the second
and third innings for their seven
runs. Righthander Hank Judd of
Colby went all the way for the
winners giving up nine hits and
three walks.
Judd struck out nine Bobcats.
Neil Stinneford and Ron Staples
were the big stickmen for the
men from Waterville with two
hits each. The Mules were in command all the way and the Bobcats never threatened.
Martin Homers
The one bright spot from the
Bates point of view was Bob
Martin's fourth inning home run
with Bob Dunn on base by way
of a walk. This pulled the Garnet to within three runs of the
Mules, but they did not score
again until the eighth inning
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YE OLDE HOBBY SHOP

BOSTON TEA STORE
Food Gifts and Snacks
249 MAIN STREET

LEWISTON

LUIGGI'S PIZZERIA
— Features —

Italian Sandwiches - Pizza - Spaghetti
To Eat Here and to Take Out
Tel. 2-0701
Cor. Horton and Sabattus Sis.
DELIVERY SERVICE FOR ORDERS OF $3.00 OR MORE
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Bobcats Drop Decisions
To Maine, Bowdoin, B. U.
By Pete Ailing
Last week was a rough one for
the Garnet netmen as they met
defeat at the hands of the University of Maine, 6-3, Bowdoin,
8-1, and Boston University, 7-2.

Massachusetts state champions
as its top three men, in the persons of Shel Caldwell and
brothers Torn and Bill Kerr, all
of whom turned in sterling performances.

After Maine's number one
man, Steve Mott, turned back
Pete Meilen, Tuesday, Phil Feinsot and Aram Miller won their
respective singles matches for
Bates in straight sets. Feinsot
took Don Bittar 6-2, 6-3 while
the diminutive freshman, Miller,
took measure of Dick Alin by
6-4, 6-1 counts.

Pickard Triumphs
Caldwell, a former Junior
Davis Cupper, overcame Meilen
6-3, 7-5, then Tom and Bill Kerr
tripped Feinsot and Miller, respectively, before Craig Parker
vanquished Al Webber 6-8, 6-2,
6-4 in a thrilling match. Jim
Pickard stepped into the local
limelight by downing John Aspergren and thereby possibly
Miller And Feintot Win
established himself as the new
The bottom threesome from
number six man for the Garnet.
Orono took up their teammates'
Singles
slack, however, in the remaining singles matches. Miller and Mott (M) d. Meilen (B) 1-6, 8-6,
6-2
Feinsot teamed up in the doubles
Feinsot (B) d. Bittar (M) 6-2, 6-3
to whip Bittar and Paul McKown Miller (B) d. Alin (M) 6-4, 6-1
in the doubles in straight sets, Janicola (M) d. Steinberg (B)
i * j|
Q ft
6-3, 6-3, but not before Meilen
McKown
(M) d. Parker (B) 7-5,
and Steinberg dropped the open6-4
ing doubles match to clinch vic- Khoury (M) d. Weiner (B) 6-3,
6-4
tory for the Pale Blue.
Doubles
Friday, the charges of Coach
Mott-Alin (M) d. Meilen-SteinBob Peck journeyed down to
berg (B) 6-3, 6-2
Brunswick, where the Polar Miller-Feinsot (B) d. McKownBittar (M) 6-3, 6-3
Bears got the better of their visi(M) d. Weinertors by an 8-1 margin. Only the Janicola-Khoury
Parker (B) 6-2, 6-2
sparkling doubles combination
Bowdoin 8
Bates 1
of Feinsot and Miller were able
Singles
to bring home the bacon with Gardner (Bo.) d. Meilen (Ba.)
straight set victories 6-3, 6-4. Bill
6-2, 6-0
(Bo) d. Feinsot (Ba) 6-4,
Gardner. George Crane, and Ed Thorn
CO
Podvoll all looked particularly
Podvoll (Bo) d. Miller (Ba) 6-2,
sharp for the Black and White
2-6, 7-5
as Bowdoin captured all six Wheeler (Bo) d. Steinberg (Ba)
1-6, 7-5, 6-4
singles matches.
Crane (Bo) d. Parker (Ba) 6-2,
Due to the poor condition of
7-5
the Garcelon Field courts last Mason (Bo) d. Weiner (Ba) 6-4,
6-3
Saturday, the matches with BosDoubles
ton University were restricted to Gardner-Thorn (Bo) d. Meilenthe tricky indoor courts in the
Parker (Ba) 6-2, 6-3
Alumni Gym and the one relia- Miller-Feinsot (Ba) d. PodvollWheeler (Ba) 6-3, 6-4
ble all-weather court outside.
Crane-Mason (Bo) d. PickardThe Red and White from BeanWeiner (Ba), 6-3, 7-5
town were represented by a
Boston Univ. 7
Bates 2
strong and classy aggression,
Singles
which featured three former Caldwell (BU) d. Meilen (B) 6-3,
7-5
T. Kerr (BU) d. Feinsot (B) 7-5,
6-4
B. Kerr (BU) d. Miller (B) 7-5,
8-10, 6-2
Kenny (BU) d. Steinberg (B)
We specialize in
Parker'(B) d. Webber (BU) 6-8,
BIRTHDAY CAKES
6-2, 6-4
Pickard (B) d. Aspergren (BU)
and
2-6, 6-3, 6-3
PASTRIES OF ALL KINDS
Doubles
For Partie*
Caldwell-T. Kerr (BU) d. MeilenDelivery Upon Request
Parker (B) 6-1, 7-5
Opp. Post Office Tel. 2-6645 B. Kerr-Webber (BU) d. MillerFeinsot (B) 7-5, 6-4
54 Ash Street
Kenny-Shuman (BU) d. Steinberg-Pickard (B) 6-4, 6-2
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Pale Blue Edges Polar Bears
For State Title; Bobcats Third
Five Run First
Gives Bowdoin
A 12-4 Victory
By Ed Gilson
The Bowdoin Polar Bears,
scoring five runs in the first inning, walked off with a convincing 12-4 victory over the Bobcats. The game marked the first
official meeting between the two,
Bowdoin winning an exhibition
game earlier in the spring, 7-3.
Bears Score Five
The Polar Bear pastimers got
to Fred Jack right away in the
first inning as Brud Stover, soph
sensation, tripled with the bases
loaded and later scored on a
single by left fielder Bill Vieser.
In the second inning Jack was
relieved by Bill Snider, who up
to that time had hurled hitless
ball in various relief performances. He was hit hard in 2 1-3
innings, giving up four runs,
three singles, two walks and a
wild pitch.
Norm Jason came on to relieve
Snider in the fifth and allowed
only one run and three hits the
rest of the way.
Bobcat Runs Unearned
The Bobcats scored all four of
♦heir runs without a hit as Lee
Dver, Polar Bear hurler, was
stin<ry with the hits but generous
with his wildness. Although he
allowed only four runs and five
hits, Dver, because of wildness,
was continually in hot water.
In the second inning. Dyer
gave up two walks and then the
Polar Bear infield came up with
two errors to allow the runs to
score. Twice, in the sixth and
seventh innings, pitcher Dyer
loaded the bases only to hurl his
way out of the jam.
Clarke, Flynn Outstanding
Norm Clarke, frosh sensation
from Saco. and Brian Flynn garnered four out of the five Bates
hits between them. Pete Rigby,
Will Linscott and Ron Harris each
got two hits for Bowdoin.
Dunn's Absence Hurls
The Bobcats were definitely
hurt by the absence of Captain
Bob Dunn, who was injured earlier in the week. Dunn suffered
a separated shoulder in the
Colby game. Dunn may be out
the remainder of the season. The
loss gave the Garnet an 0-2 secord to date in State Series play
with five contests remaining in
State play.
The summary:
Bates
ab h
o a
Davis, cf
5 0
10
0
2
Flynn, 3b
2 2
Clarke, ss
0
4
Martin, If
0
DeSantis, 2b 1
0
1
Dailey, rf
0
Moraes, rf
1
Perry, c
10 4
Tobin, c
2 0 2
Carletti, lb
2 0 8
(Continued on page eight)

Norris - Hayden
Laundry
Modern Cleaners

LIGHT LUNCHES
Campus Agents

Serving Our Famous Ice Cream — 28 Flavors
Portland Road, Auburn, Maine

Tel. 4*7871
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BOB DUNN
PAUL PERRY

- The University of Maine track
team gave retiring Coach Chester A. Jenkins a "going away"
present as they nosed out Bowdoin for their third consecutive
State Title. Behind runner-up
Bowdoin were Bates, 3rd, and
Colby, 4th.
McWilliams Sets Lone Record
Maine scored 60 points; Bowdoin 54; Bates 14; and Colby 7.
On a sunny but windy field Bill
McWilliams broke the only record of the afternoon. As expected the outdoor hammer record
set in 1940 fell before the determined junior as he slung the
chained-ball a neat 192 feet.
McWilliams on the strength of
his 3 firsts and fine sportsmanship became the recipient of the
Alan Hillman memorial trophy
for the outstanding performance
of the day. The Bowdoin star is
the only athlete in the history
of the award to receive it two
years in a row.
Pete Fredenburg and George
Paton of Bowdoin were the only
other multiple winners. Fendenburg took the 100 and 220 yd.
dashes while Paton won the high
and low hurdles.
Maine Displays Winning Depth
Maine took only four firsts
while Bowdoin grabbed nine but
the Pale Blue had the needed
depth as they accounted for
most of the seconds and thirds.
Colby failed to take a first and
their star Don Vollmer accounted for six of their seven points
via a second in the javelin and
a third in the high jump.
Bates' sole blue ribbon came
on the strength of a tie for first
by frosh Pete Gartner and
Maine's Thurlow Cooper in the
high jump. Both jumpers failed
to clear 6' 2", thus sharing the
State Championship
between
them.
Bobcat Veterans Show Up Well
Captain Jim Riopel, handicapped by his consistent doubling of events in the regular session nevertheless ran a fine
third in the mile. Weightman
Jim Wheeler threw for a second

in the shot over an excellent
field of competitors.
Jim McGrath returned to his
old form, scoring in the 440 and
just being nipped by a shoulder
for first in the 220 yd. dash.
Wes Wicks ran a smart 880,
going out fast in the first lap
and was just nosed out of second by Dick Law of Maine in
the last straight away.
Sophomore Bill Neuguth garnered a third in the 120 high
hurdles for the final Bates'
score.
Track Season Ends Today
t
On Wednesday the Garnet will
close their season with a meet
with runner-up Bowdoin at
Brunswick. It will be the last
appearance for Seniors Woody
Parkhurst and Captain Riopel.
The summary:
Broad Jump — 1. Finch (M);
2, Johnson (M); 3, Varner (M).
Distance, 21' 11^".
Mile — 1. Law (M); 2. Firlotte
(M); 3. Riopel (B). Time 4:30.6.
16 Pound Hammer Throw —
1. McWilliams (Bo.); 2. Johnson
(M); 3. McCabe (Bo.). Distance
192' VA" (record).
Pole Vault — 1.
Schroeder
(M); 2. Rearick (M); 3. Eaton
(Bo.). Height 12' 2".
440 Yard Dash — 1. Herrick
(Bo.); 2. Bates (C); 3. McGrath
(Bates). Time 50.7.
Javelin — 1. Seffens (Bo.); 2.
Vollmer (C); 3. Thibodeau (M).
Distance 198' 4".
High Hurdles — 1. Paton (Bo.);
2. Stinson (M); 3. Neuguth
(Bates). Time 15.4.
100 Yard Dash — 1. Fredenburgh (Bo.); 2. Varner (M); 3.
Spearin (M). Time 10.5.
Two Mile Run — 1. Firlotte
(M); 2. Furrow (M). 3. Packard
(Bo.). Time 10 min. 8/10 sec.
16 Pound Shot Put — 1. McWilliams
(Bo.);
2.
Wheeler
(Bates); 3. Gass (M). Distance
48' W.
880 Yard Run — 1. Hinckley
(Bo.); 2. Law (M); 3. Wicks
(Bates). Time 1:58.9.
Discus — 1. McWilliams (Bo.);
2, Johnson (M); 3. Hastings (M).
Distance 138' 11%".
Low Hurdles — 1. Patch (Bo.);
2. Stinson (M); 3. Varner (Mi
Time 25.3.
High Jump — 1. (tie) Gartner
(Bates), Cooper (M); 3. Vollmer
(C). Height 6'.
220 Yard Dash — 1. Fredenburgh (Bo); 2. McGrath (Bates);
3. Mostrom (Bo.) Time 22.9.

B. U. Bombs 'Cats 18-8;
Terriers Knock Out Jack
By J. Manteiga
Combining 11 runs in two
big innings B. U. defeated the
Bates baseballers 18-8. The Terriers collected seven runs in the
fourth and four in the seventh,
enough to offset a late-inning
Bobcat rally.
Terriers Score Early
B. U. broke the scoring ice in
the third with a pair of tallies,
Bates countered with a singleton. Then the roof caved in on
Freddy Jack and Bates. Ten
B. U. batsmen came to the plate
for seven markers.
At the end of seven innings
the invaders held a 14-2 advantage. Bates' late upsurge was
aided by the B. U. nine's eight
errors in the last two innings.
Prior to this the Bay Staters had
committed but one fielding flaw.
Pitchers Succumb To Hitters
Three Bates pitchers allowed
a total of 19 B. U. hits. Bill Snider and Dave Colby pitched the
last five frames for the Leahey-

men and managed to hold' the
Terriers to seven safeties.
Meanwhile, Boston's
Dick
Letchen pitched creditable ball
permitting seven hits and two
runs in his six inning stint. He
struck out two and allowed only
one base-on-balls.
His reliever Bill Benson allowed but three base hits but
was hampered by numerous
fielding flaws on the part of his
mates, permitting six runs to
Bates' runners to cross the
plate.
Leahey Forced To Juggle Lineup
The Bobcats' lineup was revamped due to the injury of
Captain Bob Dunn. Dunn was
hurt sliding in the Colby game
and will probably be lost for the
remainder of the season. Phil
Carletti filled in adequately at
first in Dunn's place.
Coach Leahey once again made
changes in his batting order in
an attempt to produce a winning
combination.
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WVBC Schedule

Placement News

Placement Service Posts
Positions Of Employment

Tonight
8:15- 8:30 Fifteen Minutes of
Glenn Miller
8:00- 8:15 Guest Star Show
8:15- 9:00 Musical Interlude
8:30- 9:00 Spin 'Em Again with
Lee Larson
9:00-10:00 Classical Music with
9:00-10:00 Classical Music with
Carol Stanley
Joan Williams
10:00-10:30 Strictly Instrumental
with Smallwood and 10:00-10:30 "Drama from Microphone 3"
Parker
10:30-11:00 Land of Dreams with 10:30-11:00 Land of Dreams
Bob Raphael
Saturday
7:00- 8:00 Spotlight on Variety
Tomorrow
with Phil Lewis
8:00- 8:15 News with Grant 8:00- 1:00 Starlight Serenade
Reynolds
with Al Cook
8:15- 9:08 Night Train with Sunday
Pete Meilen
3:00- 5:00 Sunday Symphony
9:00-10:00 Classical Music with
with Dick Rowe
Don Reese
7:30-10:00 Music for a Sunday
10:00-10:30 The Paul Steinberg
Night with Gene VerShow
dier
10:30-11:00 Land of Dreams with Monday
Ken Battershill
8:00- 8:15 Sports with Dick
Friday
Sullivan
8:00- 8:15 Navy Show,
"The 8:15- 8:30 Serenade in Blue
with the United
United States Navy
States Air Force Band
Band"

Dr. L. Ross Cummins of the tennis or sailing at Little Sirecho
Guidance and Placement Service Camp at Lake Armington, Pike,
has posted career openings and N. H., should apply to Margaret
summer jobs that have come to Conobey, 30 Becket Road, Belhis attention.
mont, Mass.
The New England Baptist Hos- Camp Lists Positions
The Buckskin Camp for Boys
pital in Boston has announced
their need for an administrative on Lake Donnel, Franklin, has
assistant in the hospital admis- several vacancies for general
sions office. Typing ability is re- counselors. Applications may be
addressed to J. B. Sprague, Box
quired.
601, Bernardsville, N. J.
Theatre* Offer Jobs
Opportunities for work with
Senior women who wish to apply for the job should write retarded children are available
to Mrs. Marguerite Wood, Per- at the Pownal State School at
sonnel Department, New England Pownal. Those interested should
Baptist Hospital, 91 Parker Hill write to Dr. Warren Bower at
the Pownal State School.
Avenue, Boston 20, Mass.
Announce Exam
There are several jobs open for
Candidates for the Department
women at the Lewiston-Auburn
of State Foreign Service Officers
Drive-in Theatres. An opening Examination must apply to the
for a box office attendant re- State Department's Board of Ex- I
quires typing ability.
aminers for the Foreign Service j
YMCA Wants Counselor
before the May 11 deadline. Fail-j
David Dellert of the Maine ure to meet the closing date will
State YMCA camp at Winthrop result in elimination from the exwill be on campus Friday to in- amination to be given June 25.
terview men who would like sumThe Student Council has released the following rules for
Further information concernmer camp counseling positions.
ing these openings may be ob- the 1956 mayoralty campaign. This statement of general
Single men or married couples tained from the Guidance and
policy clarifies any misunderstandings that might arise on
interested in teaching swimming. Placement Service in Chase Hall.

Stu-C Releases Rules For
Mayoralty Campaign

Smyser Requests Strong Policy
In European Diplomatic Issues

either the John Bertram or Smith sides.
First the Council states that
Those eligible to vote on Sat-

.the mayoralty campaign was
I never intended as a popularity
I contest or the opportunity for an
(Continued from page one)
j under one ruler for twenty! overall spending spree,
show their "genius of adminis-1 years. On the other hand the I Builds Spirit
tration" by giving their remain- only thing that has kept France Instead, the campaign offers an
ing colonies complete local self- going, despite her
political | opportunity to release tensions
government.
strife, is the bureaucracy which | built up during the school year,
Smyser commented that the does not change with the party. ! while at the same time acquaintBelgians have been much more
The Germans have begun to inS the students with political
successful because they have swing away from Russia, but; organization and coordination.
realized that all races are simi- Germany remains a source of
°ne of the Purposes is that of
lar and must be treated alike. tension because of her tremen- building a better, livelier, all
They have encouraged individual dous productive capacity and round college spirit. The final
development and family life and strategic importance.
purpose is to elect a mayor who
have furthered both education
shall act as a campus leader.
Depends On Colonies
and industry.
Names Voting Criteria
England, depending heavily on
Work With Natives
The eventual vote of the mayRather than exploiting the re- her colonies for her purchasing oralty campaign should theresources of the Congo, they have power, is in the predicament of fore be on the basis of (1) origjoined with the natives in pro- "the man who is paying off his inality; (2) campaign theme and
ducing export goods and in shar- debts and finds his capital in- the spirit with which it is carried
ing the income received. Neither vestments are being chipped out; (3) entertainment; and (4)
the attitude and spirit of the sides
the Belgians nor the Africans away."
The other members of the for their candidate.
vote; thus discrimination at the
Commonwealth have come to her
polls is no problem.
Following the broad outline of
The French have a "cordial aid, "pulling the chestnut out of the purpose of mayoralty are
though paternal attitude" to- the fire when the British were various specific rules for the acward their African colonies. afraid to put their hands in."
tual conduct of the campaign,
They are in complete control in Work Through United States
which opens at 10 p. m. on Wedmost areas but are unwilling to
Smyser concluded by advocat- nesday, May 16, and closes at 11
take positive steps toward home ing the French proposal that all p. m. on Friday, May 18.
rule or improved conditions.
international aid be handled States Rules
Summarizes European Situation
openly through the United NaThere shall be no campaigning
In a brief summary of the Eu- tions. "The best way to help the during class hours, no damaging
ropean situation, Smyser noted United States," he stated, "is to of property or opponents' matethat in Italy the money which help the UN keep the world rials, no off-campus campaigning
would have been used on colon- growing. Above all we must re- or vote-getting after scheduled
ization projects is now being member that the rule of the ma- hours, and no man shall be
used to aid under-developed jority is subordinate to the rights charged more than $2.75 for genareas of southern Italy.
of the individual."
eral expenses and costume.
There is little danger of a revolt in Spain, Smyser stated, but
added that there is a possibility
of "apres moi, le deluge" when
Franco's regime ends.
20 Derne Street
Sees Stable Portugal
Portugal has been very stable
Boston 14, Massachusetts

Suffolk University Law School

Make This Your
LUCKY DAY
COME AND EAT AT

COOPER'S

Approved by the American Bar Association
COEDUCATIONAL

DAY and EVENING PROGRAMS

urday, May 19, are all Bates girls,
wives of Bates students, all faculty members, administrative officials, and full-time college employees.
Imposes Vote Penalty
The wives of faculty members
and administrative officials may
also vote. There shall be no absentee voting. Votes will be
counted by the mayoralty committee, which will announce the
decision at the Ivy dance.
If there is any infraction of the
rules or any bills outstanding unpaid at the close of balloting there
will be a vote penalty imposed on
the violating side.
All rules will be" carefully regulated by the mayoralty committee of the Student Council.

Bowdoin Game
(Continued from page seven)
2 0 0
Jack, p
1
Snider, p (2)
0 0
0
2
0
Jason, p (5)
35 5 24
ab h o
Bowdoin
0
1
1
Kreider, 2b
0 0 0
Martin, 2b
4 2
0
Rigby, 3b
2 2
6
Linscott, lb
4
1 14
Stover, c
4 2
1
Shepherd, cf
4 0 2
Libby, ss
0
1
1
Curtis, If
3 2 0
Harris, If
2
1
1
Vieser, rf
0
3
1
Thompson, rf
1
4
1
Dyer, p
32 12 27
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College Agent . Arlene Gardner

LOW FACTORY PRICES
We Cater To The Small
Campus Pocket Book

CANCELLATION
SHOE STORE
Lewiston

83 Lisbon Si.
TRY

OUR

36 COURT ST.
AUBURN
"Right Across The Bridge"

SUNDAES

—

MALTEDS

OR JUST PLAIN VANILLA AND CHOCOLATE
THEY ARE

DAIRY JOY • • •

DELICIOUS

THE GROTTO
RESTAURANT
.. ■ Finest In . . .

ITALIAN FOODS
Pizzas and Ravoli

Offers full-time and part-time programs
leading to the Bachelor of Laws Degree.

Our Specialty
ORDERS TO TAKE OUT . . . DELIVERY SERVICE

Fall term begins September 24. 19S6

Dial 2-2061
Catalogues furnished on request

0
0
0
8
a
0
1
3
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
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FAMOUS BRAND SHOES
at

Sabattus Street
We Serve The Best

8:30- 8:45 Rhythm and Blues
with George Dresser
8:45- 9:00 Piano Playhouse with
Anita Kastner
9:00-10:00 Classical Music with
Bill Stone
10:00-10:30 "For Cool Moderns"
with Joe Roberts
10:30-11:00 Land of Dreams with
Don Reese
Tuesday
8:00- 8:15 Science Review with
. Carl Loeb and Don
Robertson
8:15- 9:00 "640 Club" with Carol
Stanley
8:45- 9:00 Musical Interlude
9:00-10:00 Classical Music with
Bob Lowden
10:00-10:30 "Dedicated to You"
with Fred, Skip, and
Steve
10:30-11:00 Land of Dreams with
Bob Lowden

107 MAIN STREET

LEWISTON, MAINE

